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Don't Fear Destruction That Leads to Life  
Luke 21:5-19 
Here is a cartoon image from the children’s 
worksheets for this Sunday, about whether the end is 
near, or ‘nigh’.  Kids, whilst you are still paying attention, 
can you tell me what the pig said when the farmer 
caught him by the tail? Do you know that joke?  Well, 
when the farmer grabbed his tail he said, “This is the 
end of me.”  

As his disciples looked at the magnificent construction 
of huge stones and the beauty of the temple of 
Jerusalem, 
Jesus 
shocked 
them by 
saying that 

it would be completely destroyed, despite its apparent 
permanence.  The temple was the central place of 
holiness and worship for the nation — how could this 
ever happen?  When would it happen?  Why would 
God allow it?  How would the people possibly survive 
it?

We can understand the disciples’ shock and horror at 
the mere thought of the loss of the great temple, but 
Jesus went on to say many great tragedies would and 
will occur in the world.  We wonder if this century 
going to see the end of the church? — maybe the end 
of the world?  We put our trust in many things that 
Jesus says will be shaken.

What are we to do — or, as Jesus says, ‘not to do’?

Throughout 
history, many false prophets have claimed to be sent 
from God, and numerous groups have made failed 
predictions of the world’s end.  Proclaiming a vengeful 
god, they generate fear in people, to gain control over 
them by making them anxious and reliant on their 
pronouncements.

Jesus warned his disciples not to be deceived, and 
certainly not to follow such false prophets, who have 
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none of God’s authority, truth or compassion in them.

Jesus also warned of great disruptions that will come, and upset relationships between nations, and 
that the very fabric of the earth, its seasons and weather, would be disturbed, with great signs in 
the heavens.

In our lifetimes, we have experienced many of these troubling and dangerous life-taking tragedies; 
but we take refuge in knowing that God is in control. 

“Do not be afraid”, Jesus told his disciples, so that when these things occurred, they were not to 
succumb to despair or fear of the world, but to build our lives on the solid foundation, the rock of 
Jesus Christ, and to hold fast to him.

"Do not be terrified."  When our hope is in God and believing that He is in control, we can be 
confident — even in a world gone mad.  When trouble strikes, the sureness our foundation is 
revealed.  Those who build their houses on sand never have peace in the storm. 

In our modern culture, which looks to the security of owning things, Christians are also tempted 
to place their hope in self-determination, financial resources, even in gun ownership and their end 
time bug-out preparations, instead of in God.  But when people lose their sense of security, they 
begin to search for something stable. 

That is our opportunity to point to the hope and 
peace we have in Jesus Christ.  In tragedy, people 
search for peace, and look to God or someone who 
knows God.  Our job is to point them to the hope 
found in Jesus Christ.  He is the only lasting peace 
anyone can have in a world whose sense of security 
has been shattered.

Though we ourselves may not be shaken, we are not 
indifferent to world events.  We feel the pain of the 
loss of the war-torn cities of Ukraine, we identify with the anger against the attackers; we know 
the fear of tragedy, be it famine, flood, fire, or earthquake.

We would all feel overwhelmed in the face of a life-threatening diagnosis for ourselves or for a 
close friend or family member.  We are impacted by current financial pressures.  Emotions are 
normal; they are God-given.  But we take refuge in knowing that God is in control. 

Though the loss and pain of this world is very real, it cannot rob us of the life that has been won 
through the sacrificial death of God’s son.  This world must pass away, just as our fallen sinful 
nature needed to be drowned in the waters of Baptism in order for us to be born to new life.

So you see, we need not fear the destruction of things that give way to the coming kingdom of 
God.  When we see these things, we do not succumb to fear or to seek self-protection and 
isolation in man-made refuges or escape plans.  We are to build our lives on the solid foundation, 
the rock of Jesus Christ who is coming to claim his own.  We are to stand firm as the new kingdom 
comes to us. 

Jesus sums up His prophecy of wars, sorrows, and persecutions by saying the coming of troubles 
will be an occasion to testify.  The world will ask ‘why’ and look for hope.  We may not be able to 
answer the ‘why’, but we can answer the ‘what’.  What is the meaning of life?  What is our purpose?  
We can show that we are not afraid of the future by freely sharing what we have with others, 
showing love and giving hope.
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We are called to share the hope in the one who promises that which this world cannot provide.  
Our calling and command is to bring others into that same hope, especially in the midst of 
suffering and signs of the world coming to an end. 

That’s a difficult command to follow, especially when we cannot see the purpose of continual 
suffering like that we’ve seen in Ukraine, in Somalia, and when floods and economic difficulties 
confront and threaten us and our loved ones. 

And yet God’s Spirit and Jesus’ words remain our 
guide, even when all else fails.  “Do not be deceived.  
Do not be afraid.  Do not be distracted.”  “Stand firm, 
and you will win life.”  Jesus says stay firm in faith in 
Him, for He is with us always.

Let us pray. 

Creator God of this world and the next, in 
you we find our hope and purpose.  Open our 
hearts and minds to your good news and calling.  
Help us to give thanks in all things, to trust you for the bigger picture of scary and painful 
world events, and to speak up and testify to those who are yet to know you as Lord. 

Comfort your people, defend us from false teaching, and provide for our needs so we may 
continue to trust in your care.  Give us the physical and spiritual means to help others, 
even in times of trial and persecution.  Finally, give us faith and hope, that we might love 
you with our whole heart, mind, and strength, and love our neighbours as ourselves.  In 
Jesus’ name we pray.  Amen.

Video of the service including the above address: https://youtu.be/Uy5G0CnvNCk
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